
 

 

 

 

 
 

   Chaitra 23, 1430 Bangla, April 06, 2024, Saturday, No. 97, 54th year 

H I G H L I G H T S 

AL GS Obaidul Quader says, 15 percent VAT on metro rail fares will be added from July, we don't know 
anything about who announced this suddenly. I will discuss this with the Prime Minister.  (R. Today: 13) 
                                                                                                                                                       
About BNP’s stand on India, Law, Justice, and Parliamentary Affairs Minister Anisul Huq has said BNP is 
talking nonsense due to its fear of political existence.                                           (Jago FM: 16) 

BNP SG Mirza Fakhrul Islam has said, it does not seem that Bangladesh is an independent country rather 
it seems that a facist regime is weighing on the country.                                  (R. Today: 14) 
 
Permanent representative of BD to UN Muhammad A Muhith has said that recent escalation in Rakhine 
affected the pace of the repatriation process, which was the ultimate solution to the Rohingya crisis. 
                                                                                               (VOA: 07) 
Local media reports, abducted Ruma branch Sonali bank manager Nezam Uddin has been released 'in 
exchange of ransom. However, the law-enforcement forces and the family did not admit it.      (DW: 08) 
 
Within two hours of rescuing Sonali Bank manager Nezam Uddin, terrorists attacked Thanchi Bazar and 
police station again. Meanwhile, there was an incident of firing in Alikadam 26 Mile area of Bandarban. 
                                                                                  (Jago FM: 18; BBC: 03) 
Attacks by the Kuki-China National Front (KNF) have raised doubts about the peace and security of 
Chittagong Hill Tracts and the effectiveness of last year’s peace negotiations with them.         (DW: 11) 
                                            
At a seminar organized by the South Asian Network on Economic Modeling and the World Bank, experts 
opine the main obstacle to job creation in Bangladesh is the lack of policy reforms.            (VOA: 07) 
                                                    
Regarding making submission of annual wealth statements by public servants non-obligatory, experts 
opine it will reduce accountability and is in conflict with the Prime Minister's declared 'zero tolerance' 
policy against corruption.                                                                       (DW: 08) 
 
The Indian Coast Guard has rescued 27 Bangladeshi fishermen stranded on their fishing boat at sea and 
handed over them to Bangladesh Coast Guard.                                                  (VOA: 07) 
 
The death toll from a collision between a Chattogram-bound train and a sand-filled truck in Feni’s 
Chhagalnaiya has increased to six.                                                         (Jago FM: 18) 
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ফাাংরাদদদে এখন স্বাধীন নয়, পযাসিফাদী যাষ্ট্র ফদর ভদন হয়: সভর্জা পখরুর 

ফাাংরাদদদে স্বাধীন যাষ্ট্র নয়, পযাসিফাদী যাষ্ট্র ভদন হয় ফদর ভন্তব্য েদযদছন সফএনস'য ভহািসিফ সভর্জা পখরুর 

আরভগীয। সতসন ফদরদছন আদযা দৃঢ়বাদফ র্াতীয় ঐেয সৃসি েদয আদদারদনয ভাধ্যদভ পযাসিফাদী িযোযদে যাসর্ত 

েযা হদফ। শুক্রফায র্াতীয় প্রেিক্লাদফ ফাাংরাদদ প্রপোদযর িাাংফাসদে ইউসনয়ন, ঢাো িাাংফাসদে ইউসনয়দনয 
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এোাংদয ইপতায ভাহসপদর এিফ েথা ফদরন সভর্জা পখরুর। সতসন আদযা ফদরন এই িযোয হাত প্রথদে গণভাধ্যভ  

প্রযহাই ায়সন। মাযা সরখদত িান, ভত েো েযদত িান তাদদয দভদন সেসর্টার সিসেউসযটি আইন েদযদছ। 

তাদদযদে তুদর সনদয় সনম জাতন েদয ভাযা হয়। পযাসিফাদ সি মখন আক্রভণ েদয তখন প্রেউই প্রযহাই ায় না। 

(প্রযসে টুদে:২১৪৫ ঘ. ০৫.০৪.২০২৪ আিাদ) 
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BBC ENGLISH 
JACOB FLICKINGER: PARENTS CONDEMN SON'S DEATH IN GAZA AS A 'CRIME' 
Mr Flickinger, 33, a US-Canadian, was one of seven people killed in a strike on a World Central 
Kitchen convoy. Israel's military apologized and called the attack a tragic mistake. It has promised 
a full investigation. His parents however said that his death was a "crime" and rejected the 
apology. John Flickinger and Sylvia Labrecque said there was a "hole in their hearts", and that 
Jacob's wife Sandy and 18-month old son Jasper were bereft without a husband and father. 
Speaking from Quebec, they said he and the other workers were killed while travelling on a road 
designated by Israel as a safe humanitarian route. Mr Flickinger said the charity had reported 24 
hours in advance that their convoy would be dropping food at a warehouse, and stayed in touch 
with the Israel Defense Forces throughout the process, But still Israel attacked and "they 
continued firing until all the workers were dead," he said. "Israel owes the families and the world 
an explanation." (BBC Web page : 05.04.2024 Ali Ahmed) 
SAMSUNG: TECH GIANT SEES PROFITS JUMP BY MORE THAN 900% 
It comes as prices of chips have recovered from a post-pandemic slump and demand for artificial 
intelligence (AI) related products booms. South Korea-based Samsung is the world's largest 
maker of memory chips, smartphones and televisions. The company is scheduled to release a 
detailed financial report on 30 April. The technology giant estimated that its operating profit rose 
to 6.6 trillion won ($4.9bn; £3.9bn) in the January-March quarter, 931% higher than the same 
period in 2023. That beat analysts' expectations of around 5.7 trillion won. Its earnings are 
expected to be boosted by a rebound in semiconductor prices on the global market after a severe 
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downturn a year earlier. Global memory chip prices are estimated to have risen by around a fifth 
in the last year. (BBC Web page : 05.04.2024 Ali Ahmed) 
GAZA EVACUATION WARNINGS FROM IDF CONTAIN MANY ERRORS, BBC FINDS 
Warnings contained contradictory information and sometimes misnamed districts. This made 
them confusing to Gazans seeking safety. Experts say such mistakes could violate Israel's 
international law obligations. The Israel Defense Forces (IDF) has rejected any assertion the 
warnings were confusing or contradictory. In a statement, it said the alerts analyzed by the BBC 
were only one element of its "extensive efforts to encourage the evacuation [of] civilians out of 
harm's way". International humanitarian law requires attacking forces to give effective advance 
warning of attacks which may affect the civilian population, unless circumstances do not permit. 
Israel says its warning system is designed to help civilians flee danger as it continues its war 
against Hamas. The system divides a map of Gaza into hundreds of numbered blocks. Israel has 
produced an interactive online map of the blocks that geo-locates users, showing their live 
location and which block number they are in. This IDF post from late January shows a social 
media post on X with a link through via QR code to the master block map. 
(BBC Web page : 05.04.2024 Ali Ahmed) 
FLORIDA CRANE COLLAPSE KILLS CONSTRUCTION WORKER 
Crews were in the process of increasing the crane's height when a section of it came loose, 
officials said. Pictures from the scene show the huge metal structure fell onto a car that was 
driving across a bridge, crushing the front of it. A construction worker died after falling with the 
crane section. Two of those injured were taken to hospital while a third was treated at the scene. 
Officials said the collapse happened around 16:30 local time on Thursday. At a news conference, 
they said a construction crew working on a high-rise was in the process of "stepping the crane" by 
adding sections to it to make it taller when a platform fell from the building, along with pieces of 
the crane. They added that the crane itself remained attached to the building. Officials did not 
name the victims, including the construction worker who died. 
(BBC Web page : 05.04.2024 Ali Ahmed) 
AUSTRALIA'S SEVEN NETWORK DENIES BUYING INTERVIEWEE SEX AND DRUGS 
A former Seven Network producer, Taylor Auerbach, made the allegations while giving evidence 
in a defamation case. Bruce Lehrmann is suing another channel, Network 10, over what he says 
are false claims he raped a colleague. Seven has faced intense scrutiny over its exclusive with Mr 
Lehrmann but says it "acted appropriately at all times". "Seven is appalled by the allegations 
made in recent days. We do not condone the behaviors described in these allegations. They do 
not reflect the culture of Seven," a spokesperson said. The accusations have prompted a last-
minute resumption of Mr Lehrmann's defamation case - likened to a quasi-criminal trial - just two 
days before the judgement was set to be delivered. (BBC Web page : 05.04.2024 Ali Ahmed) 
ARGENTINA BATTLES DENGUE SURGE AND REPELLENT SHORTAGE 
Dengue is a mosquito-borne virus that can be deadly, or cause serious illness, in some cases. 
A vaccine for dengue has been developed but its rollout is still in early stages and most people 
still rely on preventative measures to avoid the virus. Residents report that it is almost impossible 
to buy repellent. Many supermarkets and pharmacies have displayed "no repellent" signs, and in 
the few places where it is still available, especially online, resale prices are astronomical. The 
government has attributed the problem to a "bottleneck" that will be corrected in the coming days. 
But many citizens, particularly in the capital Buenos Aires, are fearful at a time when hundreds of 
thousands of Argentines have already been infected. A shortage of repellents began to be 
noticed in March. Sources from one of the companies that produce repellents in the country told 
BBC Mundo that the shortages were due to a forecast error and that manufacturing the product 
took months. Minister of Health Mario Russo told Radio Continental that it was a "problem 
between supply and demand". Dengue is most common in tropical and subtropical climates and 
its symptoms include a high fever, severe headaches, swollen glands and rashes. 
(BBC Web page : 05.04.2024 Ali Ahmed) 
GAZA WAR: WHERE DOES ISRAEL GET ITS WEAPONS? 
Israel is a major weapons exporter, but its military has been heavily reliant on imported aircraft, 
guided bombs and missiles to conduct what experts have described as one of the most intense 
and destructive aerial campaigns in recent history. Campaign groups and some politicians among 
Israel's Western allies say arms exports should be suspended because, they say, Israel is failing 
to do enough to protect the lives of civilians and ensure enough humanitarian aid reaches them. 
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On Friday, the UN Human Rights Council backed a weapons ban, with 28 countries voting in 
favor, six against and 13 abstentions. The US and Germany - which account for the vast majority 
of Israel's arms imports - both voted against. Germany said it did so because the resolution did 
not explicitly condemn Hamas. The war was triggered by Hamas's attack on Israel on 7 October, 
which killed about 1,200 people, mainly civilians, according Israeli tallies. More than 33,000 
people have been killed in Gaza, 70% of them children and women, the Hamas-run health 
ministry says. (BBC Web page : 05.04.2024 Ali Ahmed) 
NEW YORK BUILDINGS RATTLED BY RARE EAST COAST EARTHQUAKE 
The United States Geological Survey said the magnitude-4.8 quake's epicenter was just north-
east of Whitehouse Station, New Jersey. A UN Security Council meeting on Gaza at its New York 
headquarters was temporarily paused due to the tremor. "Is that an earthquake?" said Save the 
Children representative Janti Sofrito, who was speaking at the time. Buildings were shaken in 
Brooklyn, rattling cupboard doors and fixtures, The earthquake hit at around 10:20 local time 
(15:20 GMT). There are no reports of major damage. Social media users reported feeling the 
earthquake from Philadelphia up to New York and eastward along the coast. 
(BBC Web page : 05.04.2024 Ali Ahmed) 
ARSENAL FOOTBALLER ZINCHENKO WOULD FIGHT IN UKRAINE IF CALLED UP 
The 27-year-old told BBC Newsnight he has donated about £1m to help people in his home 
country since Russia's full-scale invasion in 2022. He said Ukraine has become a "shield" for 
Europe and called for more support. On Wednesday, the country's president signed into law a bill 
lowering the military mobilization age from 27 to 25. This would allow the country to call up 
more people to replenish its reserves and comes after President Volodymyr Zelensky said in 
December that the country would need 500,000 more soldiers to be mobilized. BBC Newsnight 
asked the footballer whether he would answer a call-up to fight, if he saw more value in that than 
staying to play football in the Premier League. (BBC Web page : 05.04.2024 Ali Ahmed) 
MCDONALD'S TO BUY BACK ISRAELI RESTAURANTS AFTER BOYCOTTS 
The fast-food giant was criticized after its Israeli franchise gave away thousands of free meals to 
Israeli soldiers. McDonald's said it had reached a deal with franchisee Alonyal to return 225 
outlets. It said in January the Israel-Hamas war had "meaningfully impacted" business. 
Widespread protests affected sales in the Middle East, Indonesia and France. Alonyal, which is 
led and owned by chief executive Omri Padan, has operated McDonald's restaurants in Israel for 
more than 30 years. McDonald's uses a franchise system which means that individual operators 
are licensed to run outlets and employ staff. The boycott of McDonald's was sparked after 
Muslim-majority countries such as Kuwait, Malaysia and Pakistan issued statements distancing 
themselves from the firm. (BBC Web page : 05.04.2024 Ali Ahmed) 
ISRAEL-GAZA: INSIDE IDF'S DETAILED BRIEFING ON AID CONVOY ATTACK 
Retired Maj Gen Yoav Har-Even described how the IDF's drone operators mistook an aid worker 
carrying a bag for a gunman, and then targeted one of the World Central Kitchen vehicles with a 
missile. The IDF then described how two people escaped that vehicle and got into a second car, 
which was hit by another missile from a drone. The military confirmed that there were survivors 
from the second explosion, who managed to get into the third vehicle - which was then also hit by 
a missile. By the end, all the aid workers were dead. The IDF's investigation concluded that the 
army unit involved had believed the vehicles they were tracking from the sky had been taken over 
by Hamas gunmen, and that they were not aware of the coordination procedures put in place 
between the military and World Central Kitchen for that evening. 
(BBC Web page : 05.04.2024 Ali Ahmed) 
UKRAINE WAR: SIX RUSSIAN PLANES DESTROYED BY DRONES, SAYS KYIV 
Security sources told BBC Ukrainian eight more aircraft were badly damaged, and 20 service 
personnel could have been killed or injured. The Morozovsk base houses Su-27 and Su-34 
aircraft used on the front line in Ukraine, the sources said. There has been no word from Russia 
on reports of an airfield attack. The BBC has been unable to independently verify the reports. 
However, Russian officials said that more than 40 drones had been aimed at the region, which 
borders Ukraine. BBC Russian military analyst Pavel Aksyonov says an attack by so many 
drones over a short space of time could have overwhelmed air defenses. 
(BBC Web page : 05.04.2024 Ali Ahmed) 
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ISRAEL MILITARY SACKS SENIOR OFFICERS AFTER AID WORKERS KILLED IN GAZA 
The Israeli military has sacked two senior officers after seven World Central Kitchen (WCK) aid 
workers were killed in a strike in Gaza on Monday. The IDF's inquiry into the incident says some 
workers survived initial air strikes, but were killed when a third car was hit. The BBC's Middle East 
bureau chief in Jerusalem attended a late night briefing on the IDF's response and is analyzing 
the key lines. WCK has called for an independent commission to investigate the killings, saying 
Israel's apologies "represent cold comfort" for the victims' families. The charity and other aid 
agencies have paused their operations in Gaza, where the UN estimates 1.1 million people - half 
the population - are facing catastrophic hunger. (BBC Web page : 05.04.2024 Ali Ahmed) 
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